
N A thoroughly sensible article under the Racing

Post’s ‘Another View’ series, published on January

11, Jonathan Harding tackled the subject of race

names and the preponderance, especially during the winter

months, of names which seek to promote online gambling,

and in particular gambling on something other than racing

itself.

It has become commonplace, in recent years, for

bookmakers to seek to promote

sports betting, virtual racing and

online casino games in this way.

A good example of such a

race name in recent times is the

name given to the 6.30 race at

Kempton on February 2. I

wonder which lucky owner will

proudly narrate over dinner,

with a few chosen friends, the story of the day when their

pride and joy romped to success in the Unibet Casino

Deposit £10 Get £40 Bonus Handicap (London Middle

Distance Qualifier). It’s the stuff dreams are made of – not!

Jonathan’s point is that, in light of the ongoing UK

Gambling Review, it is not appropriate or sensible to use

race names to promote online casino products. Some of

racing’s opponents may well see racing as just another

betting medium, with what they will no doubt regard as the

attendant societal evils.
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Jonathan is surely right and there must be another way of

racecourses acknowledging sponsorship money paid by

bookmakers without potentially shooting the sport in the

foot by linking it to games of chance.

Can I suggest that this is an area where racecourses

should look to the past, and celebrate famous horses/course

specialists/famous jockeys or even points of local history

pertinent to the racecourse in naming races? The name

could incorporate a reference to

the race sponsor, and race cards

could incorporate historical

material to entertain and inform

the racegoer. For example, that

Kempton race on February 2

could have been named the Blue

Warrior Stakes (sponsored by

Unibet) with a racecard feature

reminding racegoers of the notorious incident in 2009 when

Blue Warrior fell into the Kempton Park lake, thankfully

avoiding serious injury.

Or, when a famous, horse, jockey or trainer passes away,

perhaps courses could look for a link to racing there, and

name a race accordingly. Who knows, perhaps the BHA

could ask a staff member, or members, to liaise with tracks

looking for ideas? It’s trite to say British racing’s best asset

is its heritage; perhaps it’s time we started to explore that

heritage for the benefit of the sport generally.

Off the Bridle
by JOHN SCANLON
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INCE I switched to an online subscription to the

Racing Post, many of my former habits have

changed. I used to make a morning visit to

Waitrose, pick up some bits and pieces of shopping and

return home to devour the Racing Post news pages over a

cup of tea and a biscuit. If the dog was lucky, the choice of

biscuit would be a custard cream, a favourite both of our

old dog, Tricky, and of our relatively new addition, Maple.

Reading the news content in an average edition of the Post

would take just slightly longer than the dog would take to

eat the biscuit. Nowadays I often forget to read an edition

of the paper until days later.

I had cause to reflect on this former habit recently, and to

consider myself lucky to have changed it. Had I had a

biscuit in my mouth when I read that David Armstrong,

chief executive officer of the Racecourse Association, had

expounded his earth-shattering view that ‘we have to make

racing more exciting’, I may well have choked on it.

David Armstrong called, in particular, for the need to

‘innovate’. Based on my own experience of racecourses in

the last few years, he probably means that they need to find

new and cost-effective ways of selling more beer and

champagne to Britain’s racegoers.

If only David had waited until reading this edition of the

Klarion, he would have found the solution to how to make

racing more exciting without troubling the Post and its

journalists. 

As Mark points out in Straight Talking, the excitement

engendered by this year’s renewal of the Clarence House

Chase was all about one thing: the quality of the

participants.

And how, for example, would an entertainment venue or

a theatre seek to encourage people to go along to their

performances? By booking bigger and better shows, or

higher quality acts, perhaps. Of course, that would require

them to pay more to the people who will put on the show;

yet the economic formula is simple – pay out more to the

acts, increase attendance, and, if you like, sell them some

food and drink while they are there.

OU would have thought someone in David

Armstrong’s position would have worked it out by

now. Find a mechanism to increase prize-money,

and you will (a) attract better horses to put on a racing

programme which is more appealing to the public, and (b)

reverse the worrying trend which is seeing so many talented

horses being sold to race in foreign jurisdictions where the

racing authorities have a more enlightened view on prize-

money.

It isn’t rocket science.
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It is not appropriate or
sensible to use race

names to promote online
casino products


